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INTRODUCTION 
Let W denote a complex even dimensional vector space with a 
distinguished non-degenerate bilinear form ( .,. ). The complex orthogonal 
group O,(W) is the group of linear transformations on W which preserve 
the bilinear form (.,.). The subgroup of O,(W) with determinant 1 is the 
connected component of the identity SO,(W). It is well known [3] that 
SO,(W) has a simply connected twofold covering group Spin,(W). There 
is a homomorphism T: Spin,(W) + SO,(W) and an exact sequence 
Z/22- Spin,(W) L SO,(W) - 0. (0.1) 
The group Spin,(W) may be realized explicitly as a subgroup of the group 
of automorphisms of the Clifford algebra %Z( W). Here W(W) is the 
associative algebra with unit e generated by the elements of W subject to 
the relations xy + yx = (x, Y)e where x, y E W. The automorphism group 
of U( IV) contains a subgroup which leaves W invariant. It is in this 
subgroup that one finds a model for Spin,(W) (these well-known facts are 
reviewed in detail in Section 2). 
In this paper we are interested in extensions of this construction to 
infinite dimensional spaces W. For technical reasons we consider Hilbert 
spaces Win which the distinguished bilinear form ( -,.) = ( ., P- ) is derived 
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from the Hermitian inner product ( .,.) through a conjugation P on W. In 
the infinite dimensional case there is a C*-algebra ?Z( W) [36] in which one 
can locate an infinite dimensional analogue of the finite dimensional spin 
group. However, the group that one obtains in this fashion is rather small; 
too small in fact to give a complete picture of the situation inside the Fock 
representations which are of principal interest for us. We now describe 
these representations. A subspace V of W will be said to be isotropic if the 
bilinear form ( .,. ) vanishes identically on V. Associated with every 
orthogonal direct sum decomposition of W = W, + W- into isotropic sub- 
spaces W, there is a distinguished representation of the Clifford algebra 
%?( W). We let Q denote the map on W which is multiplication by + 1 on 
W, and multiplication by - 1 on W- . We write U(W) 3 X-t F,(X) for 
the associated representation of bp( W) and refer to F, as the Q-Fock 
representation of U( W). For w E Ws g( W) the operator FQ( w) is the sum 
of creation and annihilation operators acting on the alternating tensor 
algebra A( W,) over W, (this is also considered in more detail in 
Section 2). For finite dimensional spaces W all Fock representations are 
equivalent as are the associated representations of Spin,(W). When W is 
infinite dimensional the Fock representations associated with Q, and Q2 
are equivalent if and only if Q2 - Q, is a Schmidt class operator [ 121. 
Turning to the associated representation of the spin group it is natural to 
try to characterize the complex orthogonals G on W for which there exists 
an invertible map g on A( W,) with gF,(w) g-’ = F,(Gw), w E W. Because 
the representation class of F, varies with Q one may expect that this family 
of complex orthogonals also depends on Q. When G is a real orthogonal 
(i.e., one that commutes with P) then it is well known that a unitary g on 
A( W,) exists with gFQ(w) g-’ = FQ(Gw) if and only if the commutator 
GQ - QG is in the Schmidt class [36]. One of our principal motivations in 
this paper is an extension of this result to the full complex orthogonal 
group. In making such an extension to the complex orthogonal group one 
must give up the requirement hat the maps g are everywhere defined on 
A( W,). Instead we find that there is a common dense invariant domain 9 
contained in A( W,) on which all the transformations g act. Most of the 
technical complications in this paper arise from the fact that the operators 
g are unbounded on A( W,) and one must construct the domain 9. The 
Hilbert space structure on A( W,) plays an auxiliary role in this paper and 
it is conceptually better to think of the representation we exhibit in terms 
of the Borel-Weil construction for representations of compact Lie groups. 
The irreducible representations of a compact semi-simple Lie group K may 
be realized in terms of the action of K on the sections of a holomorphic line 
bundle over a homogeneous pace for K [38]. In this paper one should 
think of the real compact Lie group K= Spin,(W). In some sense what sur- 
vives the transition to infinite dimensional Wand the complexification of K 
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to Spin,( IV) is the action of Spin,( IV) on a holomorphic line bundle over 
a homogeneous pace for Spin,( IV). This is explained further in Section 5. 
Indeed the principal motivation for our work on this problem arose from 
the construction of a related representation in a paper by G. Segal and 
G. Wilson [35]. As is explained in Section 4 the group which is considered 
in [35] may be regarded as a subgroup of the group we construct here. 
When “restricted” to this subgroup the holomorphic line bundle of interest 
has a nice geometric description as the “renormalized” det* bundle over a 
Grassmannian. Segal and Wilson construct their group by first con- 
structing the det* bundle. This is a more direct and illuminating construc- 
tion than the one we present here. There are two reasons we chose not to 
imitate their procedure. The first is that we did not know how to 
“geometrize” the description of the “Pfafian” bundle which arises for the 
full spin group as effectively as Segal and Wilson did for the det* bundle. 
The second reason is that we wished to exhibit the connection with Clifford 
algebras. Some work is required to bring Clifford algebras into the picture 
if one starts with Segal and Wilson’s construction. 
We now describe in more detail the structure of the group which we 
construct. Most of the work in Section 3 is devoted to the construction of a 
topological group Spin,( IV) as a direct limit of finite dimensional complex 
spin groups in which the exact sequence (0.1) survives: 
‘Z/22 - Spino( W) L SO,( WI - 0. 
Here SO,(W) is the connected component of the identity in the group of 
complex orthogonals G on W with matrices G = [“, t] relative to the 
W, 8 W- decomposition of W such that [ $ g] is a trace class pertur- 
bation of the identity and [“, z] is a Schmidt class operator. We also 
construct a dense linear subspace 9 E A( W, ) and a group homomorphism 
ro: Spin,(W) + L(9) (where L(9) is the space of linear maps on $9 which 
leave 9 invariant) such that 
The group of complex orthogonals which commute with Q is also impor- 
tant. It is easy to see that this group is isomorphic to the general linear 
group GL( W,). It is straightforward to construct a homomorphism 
f: GL( W,) + L(9) such that 
T(G)F,(w)T(G)-‘=F,(G@G-‘w). (O-3) 
We also show that the elements G of GL( W,) act on Spin,(W) via an 
automorphism a(G) and we have 
r(G) f’,kMG)-’ =&(W) g). (0.4) 
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Thus To x I- gives a representation of the semi-direct product 
Spine(W) x, GL( W,) on L(9). Let ker denote the kernel of the 
homomorphism I’o x r and write Spin,( W) = Spin,( W) x r GL( W, )/ker 
for the quotient group. The map T(g x G) = T(g). G 0 G-’ induces a 
homomorphism on the quotient Spino( W) for which one has the exact 
sequence 
@* - Spin,( W) --J---b SO,,( w - 03 (0.5) 
where SO,,,(W), the restricted special orthogonals, is the connected com- 
ponent of the identity in the group of complex orthogonals O,,,(W) which 
have Schmidt class commutators with Q. The exact sequence (0.5) reveals 
the principal difference between the finite dimensional situation and the 
infinite dimensional one. The homomorphism T is no longer a twofold 
covering but an extension of SO,,,(W) by @*, the multiplicative group 
of non-zero complex numbers. The two homomorphisms rQ and r 
“interact” through a non-trivial cocycle. 
Let f, denote the homomorphism from Spin,(W) into L(9) induced by 
To x r. Then as an identity on 9 one has a consequence of (0.2) and (0.3): 
p,(g)F~(W)i’,(g)-‘=F,(T(g)W), w E W, g E Spin&W). (0.6) 
The construction of the group Spin,(W) and the representation fQ 
satisfying (0.6) is the principal result of this paper. 
The action of the Clifford algebra allows us to extend these con- 
siderations to O,,,(W). Every element of O,,(W) differs from an element of 
SO,,,(W) by the action of a single complex orthogonal reflection on W. 
The elements of the Clifford algebra w E WE U( W) with (w, w) # 0 
implement such complex orthogonal reflections in the Fock representation 
(except for a sign change which is discussed in Section 3). Thus by combin- 
ing the action of the Clifford algebra and the representation of Spina( W) 
we are able to cover the action of O,,,(W) in the Fock representation. 
Because we concentrate on the complex group Spin,(W) we do not con- 
sider the unitary structure associated with the real subgroup SO,,(W) of 
SO,(W). We would like to mention, however, that in a series of papers 
[24,25,26] D. Pickrell has shown how this unitary structure arises from a 
measure “on” the appropriate homogeneous pace. This is important for a 
more complete understanding of these representations from the Bore&-Weil 
point of view. 
Our interest in these matters was stimulated largely by the connection 
these groups have with a class of two dimensional “exactly solvable” 
models in quantum field theory and statistical mechanics. Among these 
models are the Federbush model [31], the massless Thirring model [32], 
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the Luttinger model [4], the XY spin chain [34], and the two dimensional 
Ising model [15,16,17]. In each case the field operators are either in 
Spino( W) or are singular limits of elements in Spino( W). The Fock 
representation of Spino( W) also contains many of the more interesting 
representations of Kac-Moody algebras and current algebras [6]. The 
paper of Segal and Wilson [35] mentioned earlier has an attractive presen- 
tation of the relations with KdV type hierarchies discovered by M. Sato 
and Y. Sato and further developed by Date, Jimbo, Kashiwara, and Miwa 
[8]. The r-functions for monodromy preserving deformations introduced 
by Sato, Miwa, and Jimbo [S; referred to as S.M.J. in this paper] in their 
monumental study of the scaling limit of the two dimensional Ising model 
are vacuum expectations of (singular) elements from Spino( W). The 
improved understanding of the group structure for Spino( W) has already 
made possible a lattice approach to the S.M.J. analysis in [lS] which is a 
generalization (and in some respects a simplification) of earlier work [ 173 
rigorously justifying the scaling limit analysis of the Ising model. 
Malgrange [ 1 l] has clarified the existence of the r-function for 
monodromy preserving deformations of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. 
This work depends on a somewhat mysterious formula for d(log r) dis- 
covered by S.M.J. [8]. One of our ambitions is a lattice route to such a 
formula which we believe ought to clarify the representational significance 
of the r-function. Related to this is the application of generalized Wick 
theorems to non-linear difference identities for Ising correlations (the 
McCoy, Wu, and Perk difference identities [ 141) and to generalizations to 
lattice monodromy fields [19]. We also expect to present a proof of the 
scaling hypothesis for monodromy fields in the near future (as explained in 
[20]) based in part on the improvements in the description of Spino( W) 
presented here. 
To conclude this introduction we would like to acknowledge useful con- 
versations with R. Richardson and D. Pickrell. In particular D. Pickrell’s 
thesis [25] contains many of the ideas for the real spin group that are 
worked out here for the complex spin group. 
1. THE COMPLEX RESTRICTED ORTHOGONAL GROUP 
In this section we assemble some facts about SO,(W) and O,,,(W) that 
will be of use to us in subsequent developments. Let W denote a complex 
Hilbert space with Hermitian inner product ( .,. ) and distinguished 
conjugation P. The space W then has a non-degenerate bilinear form 
(.,.) = ( . , P . ). Let Q denote a symmetric (with respect to ( .,. )) 
involution on W which anti-commutes with P. Let Q, = (1 + Q)/2 and 
W, = Q* W. Then W= W, 0 Wp is an orthogonal direct sum decom- 
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position of W into isotropic subspaces for (.,.). If G is an operator on W 
then we write G = [$i :#] for the matrix of G relative to the W, @ W- 
decomposition of W (here A(G): W, + W, , B(G): W- + W, , etc.). A 
linear map G on W is orthogonal if it preserves the bilinear form ( .,.). This 
is the same as G’G = Z where G’ is the transpose of G relative to ( -,.). The 
condition that GQ - QG is a Schmidt class operator is the same as the 
condition that [ ,&, “‘$“)I is in the Schmidt class. This implies that 
C AbG’ DPG)] =G- CC,“,) ?“‘I is a Fredholm operator with index 0 since it is 
a compact perturbation of an invertible operator. Thus A(G) and D(G) are 
Fredholm and ind[A(G)] + ind[D(G)] = 0. Since G is complex orthogonal 
D(G)’ A(G) = I- B(G)’ C(G) is a compact perturbation of the identity 
on W, and hence has index 0. But ind(D’) = -ind(D) so that 
ind[A(G)] -ind[D(G)] =O. Thus if G is orthogonal and GQ- QG is a 
Schmidt class operator, it follows that ind[A(G)] = ind[D(G)] = 0. We 
now define 
U,,,( W) = {G 1 G’G = Z and QG - GQ E Schmidt class}. 
A topology on O,,,(W) is determined by the metric 
P(GI, Gd = IlGl -&II + II IIQ, G, - Gzlllz, 
where Il.11 is the usual operator norm and II.11 2is the Schmidt norm. For 
G E O,,,( W) we write G = UI GI for the polar decomposition and note that 
U commutes with P. The proof of Lemma 4.3 of [S] applies here to show 
that the real orthogonals in O,,,(W) (i.e., those commuting with P) form a 
retract of O,,,(W). In particular G and U are connected by a path in 
O,,,(W). The group of real orthogonals in O,,(W) has just two connected 
components labelled by the homomorphism i onto 2/22 given by 
i(U) = dim ker D(U) (mod 2). 
Hence the homomorphism G + dim ker D(G) (mod 2) labels the connected 
components of O,,,(W). In fact more is true, namely that O,,,(W) has the 
homotopy type of the homogeneous pace O( co)/V(co) where O(co) and 
U( co) are the stable orthogonal and unitary groups, respectively (cf. 
Theorem 1.4 of [S]). A corollary is that 7r1(Ores( W)) is Z/22. 
We define SO,,(W) as the kernel of the homomorphism 
G + dim ker D(G) (mod 2). Thus SO,,(W) consists of those GE O,,(W) 
with ker(D(G)) of even dimension. Of special interest for us is the subgroup 
SO,(W) consisting of those GE SO,,( W) with diagonal part A(G)@ 
D(G) = (Id+ trace class) on W. Since every Fredholm operator of index 0 is 
invertible modulo the trace class we can for each GE SO,,( IV) find an 
invertible F: W, + W, so that A(G) F - ’ = Z+ trace class. The map 
F-l 0 F’ is a complex orthogonal which commutes with Q, and we define 
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G’ = G(F- ’ @ F’). Then G’ is in SO& IV) and A(G’) = Z+ trace class. 
However, since G’ is a complex orthogonal it follows that D(G’)’ A(G’) + 
B(G’)’ C(G’) = I. Since B’C is a trace class operator it follows that D(G’)’ 
and hence also D(G’) is of the form Z+ trace class. Thus G’ E SO,( IV). We 
have shown that SO,,,(W) is the product of SO,( IV) and the contractible 
subgroup consisting of complex orthogonals commuting with Q. 
A result that will be of use to us in characterizing an orbit space which 
arises later in the paper is: 
LEMMA 1.1. There is a decomposition 
SO,W)=SO,,PV,, 
where B, is the subgroup of SO,( W) consisting of lower triangular operators 
relative to the decomposition W, @ W- and SO,,(W) is the subgroup con- 
sisting of real orthogonal operators. This decomposition of G into a product 
UL with U E SO,,( W) and L E B, is continuous and unique if we choose L 
so that D(L) 2 0. 
Remark. The subset of B, satisfying D(L) 2 0 is contractible so this 
provides a direct proof that SO,(W) has the homotopy type of SO,,(W). 
Proof of Lemma. Let G*G = [,“. i ] relative to the decomposition 
W= W, Q W-, where GE SO,(W). The operators A and D are non- 
negative self adjoint operators. In fact, since they are both of the form 
Z+ trace class, they must be invertible. If D was not invertible for example 
then it would have 0 as an eigenvalue. The quadratic form associated with 
G*G would then vanish on the corresponding eigenvector implying that 0 
was in the spectrum of G*G. This is not possible since G is invertible. Let 
a = Oil2 be the positive square root of D and write fi = Bu-‘. Let 
L-l= ri 0 [ 1 B a-’ ’ 
where we write x= PXP. Since G*G is complex orthogonal it follows that 
BD-‘+ D-‘B’=O and from this it follows that L-’ (and hence L) is 
complex orthogonal. But 
or GL-’ = G*-‘Z,*. Thus (GL-‘)* = (GL-I)-’ so that GL-’ = U is real 
orthogonal. Uniqueness is straightforward and to prove continuity it is 
enough to check that the map 
G + D(G*G)“’ 
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is continuous. Now D(G*G) > 0 so that if G, + G in SO,(W) we have 
D(G,*G,) -+ D(G*G) in trace norm and we may thus suppose D(G,*G,) is 
bounded uniformly away from zero for all n. A resolvent integral represen- 
tation for the square root then shows that D(G,*G,)“’ converges to 
D(G*G)‘12 in trace norm. Q.E.D. 
A technical result that we make frequent use of in Section 3 is: 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose GE SO,( W). Then there is an operator BE 
SO,(W) with matrix (L y) relative to the W, Q W- decomposition of W with 
b finite rank and of arbitrarily small norm such that D(BGB- ’ ) is invertible. 
Proof Let G = [“,:I. We must choose b so that bB + D is non-singular. 
From the relation D’B + B’D = 0 we see that B maps ker D into ker D’. 
From C’B+ A’D = I it follows that the restriction of B to ker D is 
non-singular. Since ind(D) = 0 it follows that dim ker D = dim ker D* = 
dim ker D’ so that B defines a vector space isomorphism of ker D onto 
ker D’. Thus we choose b to map ker D’ onto ker D* = the orthogonal 
complement of the range of D. Observe however that b’ = -b is necessary 
for B = [L y] to be orthogonal. A non-singular b satisfying this condition 
clearly exists only if dim ker D’ is even, This is true since GE SO,,(W). 
One may extend b to be zero on (ker D’)’ without effecting the skew 
symmetry. Observe moreover that b may be chosen with arbitrarily small 
norm. Q.E.D. 
The following corollary is also useful: 
COROLLARY 1.3. Suppose GE SO,( W), then there is an HE SO,( W) 
with H= I+ finite rank, such that D(HGH-‘) and D(HG-‘H-l) are both 
invertible. 
Proof. Let G = [“, i]. Since G-’ = [$ z ] it is clearly enough to find H 
so that A(HGH -‘) and D(HGH -‘) are both invertible. By imitating the 
proof of Lemma 1.2 we can find an upper triangular finite rank pertur- 
bation of the identity in SO,(W) which conjugates G to an element with 
invertible A matrix element. Now apply Lemma 1.2 to the result of this 
transformation to make the D matrix element invertible. One might of 
worry that the A matrix element has again become singular but because the 
norm of b in Lemma 1.2 can be made arbitrarily small this problem can 
clearly be avoided. Q.E.D. 
2. THE FINITE SPIN GROUP SPIN, W 
Let W denote an even dimensional complex vector space with a 
non-degenerate bilinear form (.,.). The Clifford algebra, w(W), is the 
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associative algebra with identity that is generated by the identity, e, and the 
elements of W subject to the multiplicative relations: 
w,w,+ w2w1= (w,, w2k, WI, W2E w. 
A subspace V of W is said to be isotropic if (ul, u2) = 0 for any pair 
vl, u2 E V. Associated with every splitting W= W, @ W- as a direct sum 
of isotropic subspaces W,, there is a representation of w(W) which we 
now describe. Let A( W,) denote the complex alternating tensor algebra 
over W,. That is A( W, ) = @ @ Ck nk( W, ) where A’( W, ) denotes the 
space of alternating k tensors over W, and the sum ranges from k = 1 to 
k = dim W, . For each x E W, define a map C(x) on A( W, ) by 
C(x)u=x A u, XE W+,UEA(W+). 
There are a number of definitions of the wedge product. The nor- 
malization will not be important for us but for definiteness we adopt the 
usage in Arnold [l]. Since each of the subspaces W, is isotropic and the 
bilinear form is assumed to be non-degenerate it follows that the bilinear 
pairing of W, with W- induces an isomorphism of W, with W*_ (the 
dual of W-) and vice versa. Thus we may also identify A( W,) with the 
dual space A( W-)*. There is a certain arbitrariness in this identification 
but here we will be quite specific. Let {e,, . . . . eN} be a complex basis for 
W, and let (e:, . . . . eg} be the dual basis for W- (that is (ei, e,?) = 6,). 
The vectors 1 and ei, A ... A ei,, i, <i, ... < ik, are a basis for A( W,) and 
the vectors 1 and ez A e: ... A e& i, < ... < ik, are a basis for A( W-). We 
choose the pairing between A( W,) and A( W-) which identilies A( W,) 
with the dual A( W-)* so that the bases just described are dual bases. The 
reader may check that this pairing is natural in the sense that it does not 
depend on the choice of basis {e,} r! 1 for W, . For u E A( W- ) and y E W- 
define C(y)u = y A u. Let C(y) denote the transpose (dual) map from 
A( W-)* to A( We)*. Using the identification of A( W- )* with A( W,) 
described above we may regard c’(y) as a map on A( W, ). With this 
understood we define 
F(x)=C(x+)+c’(x-), x=x+ +x-, x* E w,. 
We leave it to the reader to check that e + Z and x + F(x) extends to a 
representation 4??(W) on A( W,). This is the Fock representation of V?(W) 
associated with the splitting W= W, + W-. Since we will often consider 
more than one such splitting it will be convenient to introduce a 
“parametrization” of such splittings. For x = x + + x_ (x+ E W, ) define 
Q+x=x* and let Q=Q+ -Q-. It is easy to check that Q is a skew sym- 
metric involution. That is Q7 = - Q and Q’ = Z where Q7 is the transpose of 
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Q relative to the bilinear form (.,.). Conversely if Q is a skew symmetric 
involution and one defines Q, = (13-Q)/2, then W, =Q+ W and 
W- = Q- W give an isotropic splitting of W. We call the representation of 
q(W) just constructed the Q-Fock representation of S’(W). To emphasize 
the dependence on Q we sometimes write 
F,(x) = C(x+) + qx-). 
Next we introduce the Clifford group G(W). This consists of the inver- 
tible elements ge U( W) such that gxg-’ = Gx for XE WC%(W) and 
G: W + W an orthogonal map (i.e., G’G = I). Suppose w E W is such that 
(w, w) # 0. Then 
wxw-‘=2 (4 WI 
flwwxx. 
The map x + x - 2((x, w)/(w, w)) w is the orthogonal reflection through the 
hyperplane orthogonal to w. Let { ek}kN, r be an orthonormal basis for W 
(i.e., (ei, ej) = 6,) and choose a constant C so that 8 = Ce, e2 . . . eN has the 
property 52’= 1. It is easy to check that since dim W is even 
Qxl2 = -x. 
The Cartan-Dieudonne theorem [2] informs us that every complex 
orthogonal is the product of reflections. By taking products wr . .. wk, with 
perhaps an additional factor of 52 to straighten out the minus sign in an 
odd product of reflections we see that for every complex orthogonal G, 
there exists a g E G(W) such that gxg-’ = Gx. If gig G(W) (j = 1,2) and 
g,xg;’ = Gx = g,xg; l for x E W then g; ’ g, commutes with WG w(W) 
and hence with all of q(W). For W even dimensional U(W) is a simple 
algebra (in fact every Fock representation of U(W) establishes an 
isomorphism between U(W) and the full matrix algebra over A( W,)). 
Hence g; l g, = (const.)e. Thus every element g E G( W) can be written as a 
product w1 . . . wk for some elements wj E W such that (wj, wj) # 0. It follows 
that every element of G(W) is either even or odd in g(W). Following 
S.M.J. [S] we define T(g), the induced rotation associated with g E G(W), 
as 
gxg -l= T(g)x for x E W, g even in w(W) 
gxg -l= -T(g)x for x E W, g odd in U(W). 
This makes the induced rotation for w E W ((w, w) # 0) equal to the reflec- 
tion in the hyperplane orthogonal to w rather than to minus the reflection 
and it remains true that T: G(W) + O,(W) is a homomorphism. 
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On q(W) there is a linear involution which extends the identity on e and 
W. We write g + g’ to denote this involution. Suppose g = w1 . . . wk is an 
element of G(W), then g’g = nT= i wj is a non-zero scalar and it follows 
easily that nr(g) ef g’g is a homomorphism from G(W) to C* (this is 
called the spinor norm in [8]). The kernel of this homomorphism is called 
Pin,(W) and we have the exact sequence 
n/22 - Pin,(W) T O,(W) - 0. 
If we restrict ourselves to the connected component of the identity SO,(W) 
in O,(W) this defines Spin,(W) c G( W) and we have 
n/22 - Spin,(W) T sod WI - 0. 
We shall be concerned with constructing infinite dimensional versions of 
Spin,(W) that are well adapted to Fock representations. To do this we 
need a more detailed picture of Spin,(W) as it sits inside the Fock 
representation. Suppose Q is a skew symmetric involution on W and 
W, = Q * W is the associated isotropic splitting. Let 1, = 1 @ 0 @ 0 . . . $0 
be the vacuum vector in A( W,). The Q-Fock state on %( IV) is 
Q>Q = (F&f) l,, l$>Y gEww)P 
where 1;5= l@O@ eqa@O~A(W-)=A(W+)* and (e,.) denotes the 
dual pairing described above. 
Our first result is a formula for the elements g of G(W) such that 
(g)o # 0. This formula will provide us with local charts for Spin& IV) and 
by varying Q we will be able to cover the whole group. We first prepare 
some notation. The fact that the elements of W, anti-commute with them- 
selves allows one to define a linear map 8, from the Grassmann algebra 
A( IV) to the Clifford algebra U( IV) with the following properties: 
(1) e,1= 1, Bo(x)=x, XE w; 
(2) ~&~AB)=~,(A).~,(B)~~AEA(W+)~~BEA(W-). 
These properties uniquely determine 8, and a dimension argument shows 
that 8, is bijective [9]. Now suppose R is a skew symmetric map on W. If 
{ ek} is any complex basis for W and {et } is the corresponding dual basis 
we define an element of A’(W) by ci Rej A e,?. The reader may check that 
this does not depend on the choice of the basis {eR} and for brevity we 
shall often denote the element of A’(W) by R as well. Let G denote a 
complex orthogonal and suppose Q _ G + Q + is invertible on W. Define 
Rp(G)=(G-l)(Q-G+Q+)-‘. It is easy to verify that R,(G)‘= 
-Re(G). Our first result in this section is: 
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THEOREM 2.0. Suppose g E G( W) and Q _ T(g) f Q + is invertible. Then 
(g>e +O and 
where we have written R,(g) gf Ra( T( g)) E A’( W) and the exponential is 
calculated in the Grassmann algebra. 
Proof: The proof can be extracted from Lemma (1.0) and 
Theorem (1.1) in [ 151. 
Remark. If R is skew symmetric on W and 1 - RQ _ is invertible then 
G=(l-RQ_)-‘(l+RQ+)iscomplexorthogonalon WandR=(G-1) 
(Q-G+Q+)-‘. If (1-RQ-) is invertible then it is clear that G(i)= 
(1 - ARQ _ )-’ (1 + ARQ + ) gives a deformation of G to Z along any path of 
values for 1 which joins II = 1 to A = 0 avoiding the finite number of values 
for~atwhich(l-IRQ_)issingular.ThusG=(l-RQ_)-’(l+RQ+)~ 
SO,(W). Over the patch in SO,(W) covered by the R, coordinates all the 
additional information in Spin,(W) is carried by (g)o which we now 
examine in more detail. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose g E G( W), then 
Observe that this theorem implies that ( g )o # 0 when Q _ T(g) + Q + is 
invertible. 
We shall not give the most direct derivation of this theorem, which 
might proceed by a calculation of nr [341]. Instead we will show that it 
follows from a more general result that provides an illuminating inter- 
pretation of the spinor norm and which will eventually make possible 
connections with the det* bundle formalism of Segal and Wilson [35]. Let 
$2 denote, as above, the product of the elements of a basis for W in U(W) 
normalized so that G2 = 1. Then 
extends to a Clifford algebra isomorphism from U(W)@ U( W) onto 
%( W@ W), where the bilinear form on W@ W is (x,@x,, yi@ y2)= 




if g is even in g(W) 
iagOg if g is odd in U(W). 
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We leave to the reader the simple check that this is a homomorphism. The 
factor i in the second part is included to guarantee this. When g is even we 
have g@g(x@l +Q@y)(g@g)-’ = m-%31 +fG3gyg-’ = %)x0 
1+52@ T(g) y (since sZg= gsZ). When g is odd we have 
where we used gS2 = -Qg. The factor IR in the second part of the definition 
of A was inserted precisely to make this last calculation work out. We have 
then 
mg)) = T(g)@ W)* 
Observe that Q @ Q is a skew symmetric involution on WEB W. Part of our 
interest in A is that 
To see this note first that the Clifford algebra isomorphism 
U( W@ W) N U(W) @U(W) leads to the following well-known realization 
of the Q@ Q Fock representation on A( W+)@ A( W,), 
(note Fe(Q)= (-1)“’ where NIAk( W+)=k). It is not hard to check that 
the Q 0 Q Fock state is given in this realization by (Foe o( g) 1 o 0 
lo, l$@lz). For g even we have F,,,(l(g))=Fo(g)@Fo(g) so that 
(&r)>eea= <F,(g) IQ, I$>‘= <g>Zp. For g odd we have (g),=O 
which implies (L(g))o@o = 0. Thus (A( g))oea = (g); is trivially true in 
this case as well. 
The other reason we are interested in I has to do with its connection 
with the spinor norm. Observe that W@ W has a skew symmetric 
involution that commutes with orthogonals of the form GO G, namely 
Q0 = [ -Oi A]. We claim that 
where we have written ( . )0 2’ ( . )o,,. 
To see this easily we first identify ‘X( W@ W) with U( W@ W*) in such a 
fashion that Q, becomes [A J’,]. Here W@ W* will be used to denote 
the complex orthogonal space W@ W with the symmetric bilinear form 
(xi @x2, y, @ y2) = (xi, y2) + (x2, yl). The map by which we do this is the 
extension of the complex orthogonal (l/a)[ ii :I: W@ W + W@ W* to 
an isomorphism of %( W@ W) with %?( W@ W*). The reader may check 
that Q, is carried into [A J’1] by this map. Under this isomorphism the 
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element I(g) becomes an element of G( WO W*) which we continue to 
denote by A(g) when no confusion seems likely. It is clear that T(I( g)) = 
T(g)@ T(g) E Oc( W@ W*). On W@ W* the complex orthogonals of the 
form G @ G are part of the larger group of all complex orthogonals which 
commute with Q0 = [A _“,I. It is easily seen that any such orthogonal must 
have the form [i x’!r ] where XE GL( W) (the complex linear invertible 
maps on W). Let G( W@ W*), denote the subgroup of G( W@ W*) whose 
induced rotations are of the form (c ,tr) for XE GL( W). We will now see 
that the exact sequence 
@*- G(W@ W*),& GL(W)- 0 
splits (we write T(g) = X rather than T(g)= X@ X-*). Let g E G( W@ W*), 
and write G=T(~)EGL(W). Define T(G)=I@G$(G@G)@ ... 0 
(G @ . . . 6 G) acting on A(W), the Fock space for the Q, Fock represen- 
tation of %( W6 W*). Then 
f(G) F,(xO y)f(G)-’ = F,(Gx@ G-‘y), 
where F, is the Q,-Fock representation. Since the Fock representation is 
irreducible we have 
F,,(g) = (const.)T(G). 
But<f(G) I,,, l&) = 1 so we have 
f’,(g) = <g)J(G). 
Since g + T(G) is clearly a homomorphism it follows that g + ( g)O is a 
homomorphism. It is now trivial to check that nr(g) = (l(g)),. Both sides 
are homomorphisms from G(W) into Q=* so it is enough to check this 
relation for g = w E WE C( W). But A(w) = il2w @ w = (isZ @ w)( w @ 1) N 
(O@iw).(w@O) and 
=+((O@iw)(-iw@O))C; ~ll=$(w, w)=nr(w). 
We also have: 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose ge G( W@ W*)O and Q is a skew symmetric 
involution on W. Then 
<g)Q,Q= WwMQ-G+Q+), 
where T(g) = G. 
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Proof We use Theorem 2.0 to write 
g= Woe0 expW0(dl~ 
where 19~ = fIeo and R,(g) = R,,( T( g)). One easily calculates that 
R,(g) = (G - I) 0 (I- G’) as a map on WC!3 W*. Let { ek} denote a basis 
for Wand {ez} the dual basis for W*. The element of A*( W@ W*) which 
corresponds to iR,(g) is then 
Thus 
F(G-l)e,ne:. 
(g>QeQ=(g>o exp~(G-l)ekM! . 
Let R=G- 1, then 
k Q8Q 
e. expxRe,Ae,* =1-k f chk, . ..Re.,eZ...et,, 
k I=1 k 
where the k sum on the right is over all multi-indices k such that 
l<k,<k,< . . . < kl< N and the terms in the sum are products in 
W( W@ W*). Now (see 2.2 in [lS]) 
CR%, . . . Re,, . . . ej!, ev’e~l>QeQ=Pf 
0 A [ 1 -A 0 ’ 
where the matrix A is the Ix I matrix given by 
But Pf [ !A ;t] = ( - 1)‘(‘-‘)‘2 det A. The sum we wish to calculate is thus 
where the sum is over multi-indices 1 <k, c k2 . . . <k,< N. This is the 
Fredholm expansion C;“=oTr(A’(Q-R)) for det(l+Q-R)= 
det(l+Q-(G-l))=det(Q-G+Q+) (see [37]). Q.E.D. 
580/83/l-2 
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As a corollary we deduce Theorem 2.1: 
<g>i= <4g)>QsQ= (4g)hWQ-G+Q+) 
=nr(g)det(Q-G+Q+). 
We come now to a result of S.M.J. [8] which will be one of the two 
principal tools we use to construct infinite dimensional spin groups. Let Q 
and Q’ denote two skew symmetric involutions on W. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose g E G( W) and ( g)Q # 0. Then 
wQ4<g)Q=pf [ RQy12 QfQ,]/Pf[ “, J, (2.1) 
where RQ(g)=(T(g)-Z)(Q-T(g)+Q+)-‘, the matrices Z are identity 
matrices on W, and Pf is the Pfaffian. 
Remark. Pfaflians are, of course, only defined for skew symmetric 
matrices. The matrices for R,(g), Q, and Q’ will all be skew symmetric 
relative to any self-dual basis for W. This gives the sense in which formula 
(2.1) should be understood. 
Proof: Observe that as a consequence of Theorem 2.1 
(g)~,-det(Q’T(g)+Q;)=det(l+(Q-Qf,R (g)/2) 
(g>$ WQ- T(g) + Q+ 1 Q . 
The last equality is presented with more details in Lemma 2.2 of [ 151. 
Suppose A and B are n x n complex skew symmetric matrices. Then 
[Pf(AI i)y=det[ tz L]=det(ZfBA). 
Specializing this last result to A = R,( g)/2 and B = Q - Q’ and observing 
that Pf[ !, 61 = + 1 we find 
<g>Q’/<g>Q= k Pf RQy)‘2 ,,;,,,lipf[ “I i-j)* 
( [ 
There is a possible sign ambiguity in this result which we resolve in the 
following manner. Recall from Theorem 2.0 that g = (g),8, 
exp[RQ(g)/2] and define g(1) = (g)QeQ exp[1RQ(g)/2]. Then g(A) is a 
polynomial function of 1 with values in G(W) except at the finite number 
of values for 1 at which 1 - U,(g) Q _ is singular. The functions 
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and 
I --) pf JR,(g)/2 -z Qr,lipf[ :zi] 
are thus two polynomials in Iz which differ at most by a sign. However, 
both functions are 1 at 1= 0 and it follows that they agree for all 1, in 
particular for A = 1. Q.E.D. 
A second result we require is: 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose gjEG(W) (j= 1,2), (g,),#O (j= 1,2), and 
T(gj) = [3 $1 relative to the splitting of W determined by Q. Then 
(g2gJp= (g2)Q(gl)Q Pf ( [ B1y D&Jq :, o’l). (2.2) 
Before we prove this we make some remarks about how (2.2) is to 
be understood. As noted earlier the condition ( gj)o # 0 implies 
Q-T(gj)+Q+ is invertible and hence that Dj is invertible. The condition 
G;G,=ZimpliesD;B,+B;D,=Oor(B,D;‘)’=-B,D;’.ThusB,D,‘is 
skew-symmetric from W- to W, . By composing B, 0;’ with Q _ we may 
regard B, D; l as a map on all of W. It remains skew-symmetric on all of W 
and this is the sense in which it is to be understood in (2.2). In a similar 
fashion G2G; = Z implies 0;’ C, is skew-symmetric as a map from W, to 
W- . As above one should think of D;’ C,Q + in (2.2) where for brevity 
D; ’ C, appears. The map 
[ 
B,D,‘Q- Z 
-Z WGQ, 1 
on W@ W has a skew symmetric matrix relative to any basis for W@ W 
induced by a self-dual basis on W. This is the matrix which one takes the 
Pfafflan of in (2.2). 
Proof: As in the preceding theorem we begin with a result for 
(g,gi)i. Theorem2.1 implies (g,g,)i=nr(g,g,)det De(gzgl) where 
Dg(g2gl)= D&T(g,g,)). Multiplying the matrices for T(g,) and T(g,) 
one finds D,(g*g,) = C2B, + DzD,. Thus 
(g2gl)*=nr(g2gl)det(ClBl+D2Dl) 
=nr(g,)det(D,)nr(g,)det(D,)det(Z+D,’C,B,D;’) 
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where we used Theorem 2.1 and det(Z+ IL4 ) = (Pf[ !I L] )’ again. Taking 
square roots we have 
(gzg,)Q= f <g*)Q(g,)Q Pf 
( [ 
“l-9;’ 
D;c2]pf[ “z iI>. 
To resolve the sign ambiguity we introduce the deformation 
gl(,I)= (gl)oea exp[iRo(g)/2] which takes values in G(W) except at 
those values of I for which (1 -M,(g) Q-) is singular. Since 
B(gl(n))D(gl(n))-‘=Q-R,(g,(n))Q+=nQ~Ro(fi)Q+=nB,D;l we 
have 
(g2g1(1))= f (gz)&J, Pf 
( [ 
iB1p,r1 c2:Jpf[ “, 0’1) 
(2.3) 
except possibly at the finite number of values ;1 where 
det(1 - &(g,) Q _ ) = 0. However, both sides of (2.3) are polynomials in 
1; the choice of + sign in (2.3) is thus fixed by its value at 1= 0 where it 
is +. This proves (2.2). Q.E.D. 
Before we turn to infinite dimensional considerations we offer the follow- 
ing translation of the Pfaffians which appear in Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose A and B are n x n complex skew symmetric 
matrices. Let y: [0, 1 ] + @ be a smooth simple curve with y(O) = 0, y( 1) = 1 
and such that y does not pass through any of the points 1 where (1 + ABA) is 
singular. Then 
Pf[ tz i]/Pf[ fz i]=expijYTr((l+lBA)-lBA)di.. 
Proof: The path y is contained in a simply connected domain D which 
does not contain any 1 for which det( 1 + IBA) = 0. Thus there exists a 
single valued analytic branch of log det( 1 + ABA) for 1 E D which we nor- 
malize to 0 at 1= 0. Suppose 1 ED and y1 is a smooth curve which joins 0 
to I in D. Then exp 4 j,, (d/dl) log det( 1 + ABA) dA gives an analytic square 
root for det( 1 + ABA) which agrees with Pf[ 2, L]/Pf[ ‘I ,‘I at J = 0. The 
two analytic square roots therefore agree in all of D and hence at I = 1. At 
points where (1 + IZBA) is invertible 
glogdet(1 +;BA)=Tr((l+1BA)-‘BA) 
and this finishes the proof of this lemma. Q.E.D. 
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We conclude this section with some remarks concerning the transition to 
infinite dimensional W. Our construction of an infinite dimensional spin 
group will depend on a Hilbert space structure for W and the splitting 
induced on W by a skew involution Q. It will facilitate our work con- 
siderably to ensure that these two ingredients tit together well. By this we 
mean that the splitting W, + W_ induced by Q is an orthogonal direct 
sum with respect to the Hilbert space structure. This can always be 
arranged in the finite dimensional cases as we now demonstrate. Let W be 
a complex vector space with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form 
(.,.). Let W= W, + W- be the isotropic splitting of W induced by the 
skew symmetric involution Q. Let {e,, . . . . e,} be a basis for W, and let 
{e:, . . . . ef} be the corresponding dual basis for W- . Define a conjugate 
linear map from W onto W by 
P 
(i 
C (a,e, + b,e,*) 
> i 
= C(&ei* + 6,e,). 
It is clear that the Hermitian inner product defined on W by 
(x, y) = (x, Py) is positive definite. Furthermore since Q obviously anti- 
commutes with P we have 
<Qx, Y> = (Qx, PY) = - (x, QPY) = 6, PQY) = <x, QY> 
so that Q is symmetric. Our starting point in the infinite dimensional case 
will be to build in this relationship. W will be a complex Hilbert space with 
inner product ( .,. ) and a bilinear form ( .,-) obtained from ( .,. ) by a 
conjugation P so that (x,y) = (x, Py). The skew involution Q which 
determines the splitting will be assumed Hermitian symmetric with 
QP+PQ=O. 
Before we proceed to the infinite dimensional case we rework the Fock 
space construction to incorporate this additional structure. The space W, 
is now a finite dimensional Hilbert space. Let {ek} be an orthonormal basis 
for W, . We endow A( W,) with a finite dimensional Hilbert space struc- 
ture by fixing the inner product on A’( W,) so that ei, A . . . A ei, 
(il < i2 -. . < i,) is an orthonormal basis. We leave it to the reader to check 
that this Hilbert space structure does not depend on the original choice of 
an orthonormal basis {ek} for W, . For x E W, define 
a*(x) = C(x) 
and let a(x) = (a*(x))* where the adjoint * is taken with respect to the 
Hermitian inner product on A( W,). It is not hard to check that 
a(x) = C’(Px). Thus Fo(x 0 y) = C(x) + C’(y) = a*(x) + a(y) for x E W, , 
y E W- and J= Py. The conjugation P on W induces a conjugation on 
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V( W) in an obvious fashion. We write Pg = g for g E U( W). Combining this 
conjugation with the transpose, one has the * involution g + g’ 2’ g*. 
There are two properties of this involution which will be important for us. 
If g E Spin,(W) then so is g *. To see this observe first that if GE SOJ W) 
then G* = PG’P is in SO,( W) since (PG’Px, PG’Pyj = (G’Px, G’Py) = 
(Px, Py) = (x, y). Now take conjugates then transposes of both sides of 
gxg-’ = T(g)x to get g *-‘Zg* =T(g)Z (where T(g)= PT(g)P). From 
this it follows that g*xg*-’ = T(g)-’ x= T(g)’ x = T(g)* x. Thus 
g* E Spin,(W) and T(g*) = T(g)*. The second property that will be useful 
is that g(W) 3g + Fo( g) is a * algebra homomorphism. That is 
Fo(g*) = Fe(g)* where the adjoint on the right is relative to the Hermitian 
inner product on A( W, ). It is clearly enough to check this for g = w E W 
where we have 
When W is infinite dimensional, W, is an infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space with inner product ( .,. ). It is customary to define annihilation and 
creation operators a(x) and u*(x) on A( W,) so that 
a*(x) U(Y) + U(Y) a*(x) = (4 Y)l 
4XMY) + 4Ybb) =o 
forx,yEW+andu(x)l=OforxEW+. The Q-Fock representation of the 
Clifford relations is then given by 
For details of this construction we refer the reader to [29]. 
3. THE INFINITE SPIN GROUP SPINJ W) 
In this section W is infinite dimensional, ‘igO( W) is the algebraic Clifford 
algebra consisting of finite sums of finite products from W. The Clifford 
group G,( W) is the collection of g E %,( W) such that gxg-’ = Gx for x E W 
and G a complex orthogonal on W. As before elements in G,(W) will be 
either even or odd in ‘4$,(W) and we define 
g even in &b(W) 
g odd in %$,( W). 
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This gives rise to an exact sequence, 
@*- G,(W)A Od w - 0, 
where O,(W)= (GIG’=G-’ and G-lis finite rank}. 
Our first order of business in this section is to translate Theorems 2.5 
and 2.6 into the infinite dimensional setting. In this section P will denote a 
fixed conjugation on W which gives rise to the distinguished bilinear form 
on W and Q will denote a self-adjoint involution on W which anti-com- 
mutes with P. We begin with a description of the family of functionals for 
which we require a generalization of Theorem 2.6. If Q’ is an involution on 
W such that (Q’)Z = - Q’ and Q’- Q is finite rank then we will say that Q’ 
is a Q-finite involution. Such operators will play an important auxiliary role 
in what follows. We wish to define the Q’-functional on ‘is,(W). If g E ‘is,( W) 
then the following lemma (3.0) gives us a finite dimensional subspace W,. 
invariant under P, Q, and Q’ such that ge %‘( Wr). We may then define 
( g)e, by simply regarding g as an element of U( WY). 
LEMMA 3.0. Let Q be a self-adjoint involution which anti-commutes with 
the conjugation P. Let Qk (k = 1,2) be a Q-finite involution on W. If W, is a 
finite dimensinal subspace of W, then there exists a finite dimensional 
subspace WY? W, with W, invariant under P, Q, and Qk (k= 1,2). 
Proof Since P and Q anti-commute and are involutions it is clear that 
W, + Q W, + PW, is a finite dimensional subspace containing W, and 
invariant under P and Q. We may therefore assume that W, is invariant 
under P and Q. With this understood define 
W,= W,+Q,W,+Q,W,+(Q-Q,)W+(Q-Q,,W 
+ (Q, - Qd W+ P(Q - Ql) W+ P(Q - QJ W+ f’(Ql - Qd W. 
Since Q - Qk is finite rank it is clear that W, is finite dimensional. A 
routine calculation shows that W, is invariant under P, Q, and Q, 
(k = 1, 2). Q.E.D. 
To see that the definition of (g)o, does not depend on the particular 
choice of W, we use: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let W, and W; be finite dimensional P-invariant subspaces 
of W. Then 
U( Wf) n %?( w;, = U( wyn w;,. 
Proof Let V= Ws+ W;. Since V is P-invariant the bilinear form on V 
is non-degenerate. Let u,, 02, . . . . u, be any basis for I’. Then the products 
vi, ... vi, with 16 i, < i, . .. < ik < n are a basis for U( V). It is clear that they 
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span %?( I’), and since %?(V) has dimension 2” they must be linearly indepen- 
dent. Let ul, . . . . vk be a basis for Wfn W;, let ok+, , . . . . v, be a basis for a 
complement of W,n W; in Wr, and let u,+ r, . . . . u, be a basis for a com- 
plement of W/n W; in W;. Then {ul, . . . . u,} is a basis for V and by uni- 
queness for expansion in a basis any element in U( WY) n %?( Wj) E U( V) 
mustbeasumC,.i ,<...< i,Gka, ... $ui, ...vi,EV(Wfn I+‘;). Q.E.D. 
Thus if gE%?( Wf) n U( WJ-) we expand g in terms of basis for W,n W; 
and we conclude that the Q’ functional of g does not depend on whether 
we regard g as an element of %( WJ) or %( Wj). We now translate 
Theorem 2.6. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose ge G,( W). Let Qk (k = 1,2) be Q-finite 
involutions on W. Suppose (g)o, #O (k= 1,2) and let R,(g) Ef 
(T(g) - I)( Q; T(g) + Q: ) - ‘. Let y denote a smooth simple path in @joining 
0 to 1 which does not pass through any values 1 E @ for which 
(1 +A(Q1 -Q2)Rl(g)/2) is singular. Then 
Tr((l+ilA))‘A)dA (3.1) 
where A= (QI - Q2)RlkY2. 
Proof We may apply Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.8 directly once we 
know that g E %( W,) where Wr is a finite dimensional subspace invariant 
under P, Q, and Qk (k= 1,2) ( invariance under P ensures the non- 
degeneracy of the inner product, invariance under Q and P ensures that W, 
is even dimensional). The existence of such a W, is guaranteed by 
Lemma 2.1. In the formula which results from the application of 
Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.8 the operator A = (Q, - Q2) R,(g)/2 is to be 
regarded as a map on W,. If W, does not contain the range of R,(g) then 
we may remedy this by taking the sum of W, with the (finite dimensional) 
range of R,(g) and close up the resulting subspace under P, Q, and Qk 
(k = 1, 2) using Lemma 2.1. We therefore assume that the range of R,(g) is 
contained in W,. Let Wf’ denote the Hilbert space orthogonal complement 
to W,. Because W, is P invariant it follows that W, is also orthogonal to 
W, relative to the bilinear pairing ( ., P. ). Since R,(g)* = -R,(g) it 
follows that R,(g)1 + = 0. From this it is clear that the “A” in formula (3.1) 
may be regarded as a map on all of W without changing the right hand 
side. Q.E.D. 
Next we extend Theorem 2.7. First we introduce the groups 
SO,(W) = the subgroup of O,(W) with determinant 1 and 
Spin,(W) = {g E G,( W) 1 T(g) E SO,(W) and nr( g) = 1 }. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose gjc Spin,( IV) (j= 1, 2), ( gj)o # 0 (j= 1,2) and 
let T(g,) = [$ $1 relative to the splitting of W determined by Q. Then 
(g2gJQ= (g2)&JQexpf 
s 
Tr((1 + LB)-’ BA) d,l, (3.2) 
Y 
where A = B, D; ‘, B = 0;’ C2, and y is a smooth simple curve which joins 0 
to 1 in @ and avoids the values of ,I for which (1 + IBA) fails to be invertible. 
Proof Let Wr be the sum of the ranges of Re(gj) (j= 1,2) closed up 
under the action of P and Q as in Lemma (2.1). Then Theorem 2.3 applies 
since ( gj)o # 0 for j= 1,2 and it follows that gjE %( Wf) c VO( W). 
Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.8 apply and give the conclusion of the theorem 
except that B, D; ’ and D; ’ C2 are to be regarded as maps defined on W, 
(after composition with Q _ and Q + , respectively). Observe however that 
since 
R(gj) = D,?- 1 BjD,~’ DJ:‘Cj l-D,:’ 
and W, is invariant under Q, and R(gj) (j= 1,2) it follows that W/con- 
tains the range of BjDJ:’ on W- and the range of 0,: l Cj on W, . Since 
both BjD,: l and 0,: l Cj are skew symmetric with respect to the bilinear 
pairing it follows that they vanish identically on Q- W+ and Q + Wi, 
respectively, where W/’ denotes the Hilbert space orthogonal complement 
of W, as before. It follows that BA in (3.2) may be regarded as a map on 
all of W- without changing the right hand side of (3.2). Q.E.D. 
Let O,(W) denote the group of complex orthogonals G on W with 
matrices [“, E] relative to the splitting of W obtained from Q such that A 
and D are trace class perturbations of the identity on W, and W- , respec- 
tively, and B and C are Schmidt class operators. Let SO,(W) denote the 
connected component of the identity in Gp( W) (i.e., those elements 
GE O,(W) with ker(D(G)) even dimensional). The topology on SO,(W) is 
given by trace norm convergence on the diagonal and Schmidt norm 
convergence on the off diagonal. 
Let g, h E Spin,(W) and define a metric on Spin,(W) by d,(g, h) = 
IIT(g)-T(h)ll~,2+II~e(g) le--F&) IQ11 whereforX=CA,il on W+@W- 
we define ll-U11,2= llC;f 3111 + llC~3112 with II .I[, = trace norm and II . II 2 = 
Schmidt norm. Much of the rest of this section will be devoted to a proof of 
the following result: 
THEOREM 3.4. The closure of Spin,( W) in the d, metric is a continuous 
group Spin&W). The homomorphism T: Spin,(W) + SO,(W) extends to 
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a homomorphism T: Spina( W) -+ SO,( W) for which one has the exact 
sequence 
n/2n - Spin,(W) T SO,( W) - 0. 
For the proofs it is inconvenient to use the metric d, directly. It will be 
simpler to translate de convergence into convergence for the induced 
rotations plus control over the “sheet” on which the elements in Spin,(W) 
lie over SOO( W). The Q-finite involutions are useful in this regard as the 
following proposition indicates. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. A sequence g, E Spin,(W) is a d, Cauchy sequence if 
and only ly T(g,) converges in SO,( W) and there exists a Q-finite involution 
Q’ such that ( g,)ep converges to a non-zero value as n -+ co. 
Proof Suppose first that G, 2’ T(g,) converges in SO,(W) and that 
there exists a Q-finite involution Q’ such that (g,)a, converges to a non- 
zero value. We want to prove that J’o(g,) 1, converges in A( W,). We 
consider two cases, the case where Do(G) is invertible and the case where 
D,(G) is singular. To begin suppose D,(G) is invertible. Because Dp(G,) 
converges to D,(G) in trace norm it follows that D&G,) will be invertible 
for all sufficiently large n. Thus Theorem 3.2 applies and we have 
where A,, = (Q - Q’) R,(G,)/2 and y is a simple closed path in C joining 0 
to 1 and avoiding those values of 1 for which (1 + AA,) is singular. Observe 
that A, converges in trace norm to A = (Q - Q’) R,(G)/2 since Q - Q’ is 
finite rank. For any compact operator A the operator (1 + IA) is singular 
for only finitely many values of 1 in any fixed compact region in @. It is 
thus possible in our case to choose a smooth simple path y joining 0 to 1 
which avoids the singular values for (1 + IA). The path y is separated from 
the value of A for which (1 + 1A) is singular by a finite distance and since 
A, converges to A in uniform norm it follows that (1 + LA,)-’ converges 
to (1 + AA)-’ in the uniform norm uniformly for I in the image of the path 
y. The product of a sequence of operators which converges in uniform 
norm with a sequence that converges in trace norm also converges in trace 
norm. Thus by dominated convergence j, Tr( (1 + ,?A,)-’ A,,) dL converges 
to s, Tr(( 1 + ;1A) -’ A) dk Since we are assuming (g, )o, converges it 
follows from (3.3) that (g, )o also converges. Consulting Theorem 1.1 we 
see that (g,)i= det(D,(G,)). Since D&G,,) converges in trace norm to 
D,(G) and the determinant is continuous in the trace norm it follows that 
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lim,( g,)‘, = det D,(G) #O (since we are supposing D,(G) is invertible). It 
follows from this that lim,( g, )o # 0. 
Now we can calculate 
We will show that F&g,) 1, is a Cauchy sequence by proving that the Q 
functionals on the right hand side all approach the same limit as m and n 
get large. Let a=m or n and P=m or n; then since (g;)= (g,),#O for 
b sufficiently large, it follows that Theorem 3.3 applies and we have 
<g,Tg,)= (g,OQ<g,h+p ij W(1+~Z,%-‘Zj%l dA}, Y 
where Z,=B(g,)D(g,)-’ and Z,$=D(gs)*-iB(gs)*=D(g$)-’ C(g$). 
The path y is a smooth simple curve joining 0 to 1 in @ which avoids those 
values of 1 for which (1 + AZ$Z,) is singular. Let Z = B(G) D(G)-‘. Then 
since Z, is close to Z in Schmidt norm for large u it follows that Z$Z, can 
be made arbitrarily close to Z*Z in trace norm by choosing c1 and /3 suf- 
ficiently large. If we choose a path y which joins 0 to 1 and avoids those 1 
for which 1 + 1Z*Z is singular then as above the curve y will not pass 
through the inverse spectral values of - ZJZ, for all a, /? sufficiently large. 
Let a = lim,( g, )o. Then for large a, p the value of ( g$ gX)o is arbitrarily 
close to 
Tr((l+lZ*Z)-‘Z*Z)dl 
where Z = B(G)D(G) -’ and the curve y is a smooth simple curve joining 0 
to 1 in @ without passing through the singular points of (1 + 1Z*Z). Thus 
the terms on the right hand side of (3.4) cancel for large m, n and we have 
shown that F,(g,) 1, converges. 
Next we consider the case where D,(G) is not invertible. By Lemma 1.2 
there is an H = [i y] in SOO( W) such that D,(HGH-‘) is invertible. There 
is an h E G,(W) such that T(h) = H. In fact R,(H) = (z z) is finite rank and 
Fo(0o exp &(H)) implements H in the Q-Fock representation. Choose a 
constant c so that nr(ceo exp&(H))= 1 and let h = ~8, expf&(H)E 
Spin,( IV). Consider the sequence g; = hg,h - ‘. We will show that (g; )o 
converges to a non-zero value. Since it is already clear that Z’(gA) = 
HT(g,)H-’ converges in SO,(W) we may infer from the earlier develop- 
ments in this proof that g; is a d, Cauchy sequence. But F,(gh) 1, = F,(h) 
Fo(g,)F,(h-‘) lo=c-‘F,(h)F,(g,) losinceFc(h) lo=cloand because 
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F,(h) is invertible it follows that Fo(g,) 1, converges. Thus we will finish 
this part of the proof if we can show that ( gL)o converges (it will 
automatically converge to a non-zero value if it converges at all since 
lim,(gL)i = lim, det Do(g;) = det D,(HGH-‘) # 0). Consider the 
functional %$,( W)3X-+ (F,(h) Fe(X) Fo(h-‘) lo, lo). It is clear that this 
functional is the composition of the Q-Fock state on Y?,,(W) with the auto- 
morphism of %J IV) induced by T(h). The two point function is (F,(h) 
I, &W’) l,? le> = <T(W,JlW,), = <Q-T(h)w,, 
T(h)w,)=(T(h)-‘Q-r(h)w,,wz)=(Qlwl,W2). Where Q’=(l, y) 
cl “I)(:, 3= ( p\b ?i). This is a Q-finite involution and we have 
<g&= (&)Q’. 
But (g, )o, is known to converge to a non-zero value for some Q-finite 
involution Q,. If we combine this with Theorem 3.2 as was done above 
we see that (g, )o, = (g; ) o converges. This finishes the proof in one 
direction. 
Now suppose g, is a d, Cauchy sequence. Let G = lim, T( g,) and choose 
H=(A y) with b finite rank so that D,(HGH-‘) is invertible. Let 
h = cd, exp @o(H) as above and write g: = hg,h-‘. Then as above 
<dl>Q’ (kT”>Qf where Q’ = H -‘QH. 
But (g~)e=c~l(F,(h)Fe(g,) lo, lo) and since Fo(g,) 1, converges it 
follows that (g: )o = ( g,)o, converges. This last limit must be non-zero 
since (g;); converges to det Dp( HGH - ‘). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If g, is a sequence in Spin,(W) with T(g,) convergent 
in SO,(W) and (g,)ef converges to a non-zero value for some Q-finite 
involution Q’ then ( g,)Q, converges for all Q-finite involutions Q,. 
Proof: When lim, D,,(g,) = D, is invertible then Theorem 3.2 applies 
as in the proof of Proposition 3.5. When lim D,,(g,) is not invertible then 
lim, ( g, ) L, = det D i = 0 which implies lim, ( g, ) o, = 0. Q.E.D. 
There is one further technical emma that will be useful in the discussion 
of the group structure for Spino( W): 
LEMMA 3.7 Suppose g, and g; are two d&auchy sequences in 
Spin,( W). Suppose lim, T( g,) = lim, T( gk) and that there exists a Q-finite 
involution Q, such that lim,( g,,)o, = lim,( gA)a, #O. Then 
lim F&r,) 1, =limF,(g:) 1,. n n 
Proof: The proof follows that of Proposition 3.5 so we will be sketchy. 
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Let G = lim, T(g,) = lim, T(gk) and suppose to begin with that Do(G) is 
invertible. Then (g, )o and ( gb)o will both converge by Corollary 3.6 to 
something non-zero since det Do(G) # 0. In fact using 
(gnja= (gnjB, exp 
1 J 
-1 Tr((1 +IZA,,-’ A,) dJ. , 
Y > 
where 4 = (Q, -Q) RQkn)/2 and the analogous result for gh with 
AL= (Q, -Q) R,(gi)/2, we see that (g,,)o and (gL)o converge to the 
same limit since A, and A; converge to the same limit in trace norm. Now 
expand 
II&k”) 1,-F&Q 1,112 
= (g,*gJp+ <(g;)*&)Q-- <leg:,)Q- ug;)*gn)Q (3.5) 
and use the formula 
(h*g)o = (h*), (g)o exp f, Tr[(l +lZ,*Z,)-’ Z,*Z,] dA , 
Y I 
where Z, = Be(g) Do(g))‘. The products ZtZg where h = g, or g: and 
g = g, or gh all have the same limit in trace norm by hypothesis and we 
just showed that ( g, )o and (gh )o have the same limits as do 
(g,*)o=(g,), and ((gk)*)o=(g:,o. This shows that the inner 
products on the right hand side of (3.5) cancel one another in the limit 
n+co. 
If Do(G) is not invertible then introduce H and h as in Proposition 3.5 
so that ho Spin,( W), T(h) = H, and D,(HGH-‘) is invertible. Then 
o%h-‘>Q= (gA-lpff and (hg;h-‘), = ( gi)H-loH. These converge 
to the same value since (g,)o, and (gk)o, converge to the same 
value (the argument is as above). Thus by the preceding result 
lim, F,(hg,h-‘) 1, =lim, Fo(hgLh-‘) 1,. Since F,(h-‘) 1, = c-‘lo this 
is easily seen to imply that lim, F,( g,) 1, = lim, F,( g:) 1 o. Q.E.D. 
We are now prepared to discuss the group structure for Spino( W). The 
elements of Spin,(W) we take to be equivalence classes of d, Cauchy 
sequences in Spin,,(W). Two d, Cauchy sequences g, and gh in Spin,(W) 
will be said to be equivalent if and only if lim, T(g,) = lim, T(gL) and 
lim, F,( g,) 1, = lim, Fo(gk) 1,. If g is such an equivalence class we write 
T(g) for lim, T(g,) where g, is any representative Cauchy sequence for g. If 
g, and h, are representative Cauchy sequences for g and h, elements of 
Spin,(W), then we define gg’ as the equivalence class of g;’ and gh as the 
equivalence classes of g,h,. For these definitions to make sense we must 
show that g;’ and g,h, are indeed d, Cauchy sequences and that the 
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definitions of g-’ and gh do not depend on the particular Cauchy sequen- 
ces g, and h, chosen to represent g and h. We begin by dealing with 
adjoints and inverses. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Suppose g, E Spin,(W) is a d, Cauchy sequence, then 
g,* and g; l are d, Cauchy sequences. 
ProojI First we will show that g,* is d, Cauchy. Let G = lim, T(g,) and 
suppose to begin with that D,(G) is invertible. Then (g,* )o = (g,)o con- 
verges to something non-zero. Proposition 3.5 applies and we see that g,* is 
de-Cauchy. Now suppose De(G) is singular. Then we can find 
h E Spin,( W) so that (hg,h - ’ )o converges to something non-zero. This 
implies (h *-lg;h*)Q= (hg, h- ’ )o converges to something non-zero. But 
(h*-‘grV*),= (2) H.eH.-l where H= T(h) and H*QH*-’ is a Q-finite 
involution. Thus Proposition 3.5 applies and it follows that g,* is a 
do-Cauchy sequence. 
Now we show that g;’ is d&auchy. Corollary 1.3 shows that for 
G = lim, T( g,) there exists a Q-finite involution Q’ such that both D,.(G) 
and D&G-‘) are invertible. For n sufficiently large Theorem 3.2 applies 
and we have 
1= (g;lgn)Qc= (g;l)Qr(g,)QTexp ij TrC(1+WX’RJ dr2. Y 
where R, = D&g;‘)-’ C&g;‘) B,.(g,) D&g,)-‘. It is not hard to 
see that R, converges in trace norm. Since (g, )o, converges by 
Proposition 3.5 it follows that (g; l )o, converges as well. Hence g; l is 
do-Cauchy by another application of Proposition 3.5. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Zf g, and h, are d&auchy sequences in Spin,(W) 
then so is g,h,. 
Proof. Using Proposition 3.5 it is enough to show that (g,h,),, 
converges to a non-zero value for some Q-finite involution Ql . Let 
G =lim, T(g,) and H= lim, T(h,) and choose Ql so that D,,(GH) is 
invertible. It is then automatic that if (g, h,)Q, converges at all it will con- 
verge to something nonzero (i.e., with square equal to det II,,(G For 
the Q-finite involution Q, there are algebraic vectors u1 and u2 E A,( W,) 
such that (X),, = (Fe(X) al, uZ) for X6%$,(W). Thus (g,h,),, = 
(F,(g,) Fp(h,) ul, uZ) = (F,(h,) ul, F,(g,*) uZ). By Proposition 3.8 we 
know that g,* is a do-Cauchy sequence and this together with the fact that 
h, is a do-Cauchy sequence is easily seen to imply that FQ(h,) ui and 
F,( g,*) u2 are strongly convergent. But this implies ( g,hn)e, is 
convergent. Q.E.D. 
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It remains to show that g-’ and gh do not depend on the choice of 
Cauchy sequences g, and h,. Suppose gk and h; are two other Cauchy 
sequences representing g and h. To show that lim, g;’ = lim, g;-’ it is 
enough by Lemma 3.7 to exhibit a Q-finite involution Q’ such that 
lip (g;‘),.=lim (g:-‘)o.#O. 
n 
The Q-finite involution Q’, used in Proposition 3.8, will do the job since 
lim,( g;’ )o, is expressed in terms of lim,( g, )o, and the matrix elements 
of lim, T(g,). But lim,( g,)o, = lim,( gL)o, and lim, T(g,) = lim, T(gL) 
since g, and gk both represent g. Thus lim,( g; ’ )o, = lim,( g,!-’ )o,. 
Similar considerations apply to g,h, and ghh:. In the proof of 
Proposition 3.9 we found ( g,hn)Q, = <~&,A v19 ~Q(g3 u2) (and the 
analogue with g, and h, replaced with g: and hk) where vi and u2 are 
algebraic vectors in A,( W,). Each of the vectors uj (j= 1, 2) is a finite 
sum of vectors of the form F,( w1 w2 . . . wk) 1 o where w i, . . . . wk are elements 
of W regarded as elements of ‘iR,( W). But FQ(h,) FQ(w, a.. wk) 1, = 
FQ(T(h,) wl)Fp(T(h,) wJ .eaF’,(i”(h,) wk) F,(h,) 1,. Since x+&(x) is 
continuous from the Hilbert space topology for x to the uniform operator 
topology for F,(x) it follows that the limit as n + co of this last vector is 
where we have written T(h) = lim, T(h,) Fe(h) 1, = lim, I;e(h,) 1,. The 
limit is clearly independent of the choice of Cauchy sequence representing h
and we have lim, _ oo F,(h,) u, = lim, Fp(hA) v,. A similar result for g,* and 
(gA)* finishes the demonstration that lim,(g,h,) = lim,(g;hA),, ~0. We 
have shown that multiplication in Spin,(W) is well defined. 
We have almost finished the proof of Theorem 3.4. It remains to be 
shown that the homomorphism T: Spin,(W) + SO,(W) extends to a 
surjective homomorphism T: Spin,(W) + SO,(W). First we prove that 
SOO( W) is dense in SO,(W). Suppose GE SO,( W). Then Lemma 1.2 
guarantees the existence of a Q-finite involution Q’ such that Do(G) is 
invertible. Let R’=(G-l)(Q,G+Q’+)-‘. Then G=(l-R’Q’_)-’ 
(1 + R’Q’+ ) and (R’)’ = -R’. Using the fact that (Q;)’ = Q’* it is easy to 
check that if R is any skew symmetric map on W(R’= -R) then (1 - RQ’_ )-’ 
(1 + RQ’+) will be in SO(W) provided that (1 - RQL) is invertible. Now 
let P, denote a sequence of finite rank orthogonal projections on W 
converging strongly to the identity with the further property that the range 
of each P, is a Q’ and P invariant subspace of W. Then P,* = P, and 
P:, = P,. Define R; = P, R’P,. Then (RA)’ = - RA. Furthermore since R’ is 
compact RL converges uniformly to R’. Since 1 - R’Q’_ is invertible it 
follows that 1 - R;QL will be invertible for all sufficiently large n, and we 
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define G, = (1 - RLQ’I)- ’ (1 + RlQ’+ ) (obviously G, E SO,& W) since P, is 
finite rank). Since each P, commutes with Q’ the diagonal matrix elements 
of RL relative to the Q’+ W+ Q- W splitting of W are obtained from the 
diagonal matrix of R’ by pre- and postmultiplying by P,. The diagonal 
elements of R’ are trace class and since the product of a strongly con- 
vergent sequence with one that converges in trace norm also converges in 
trace norm it follows that the diagonal elements of RL converge in trace 
norm to the diagonal elements of R’. For precisely analogous reasons the 
off diagonal matrix elements of Rh converge in Schmidt norm to the off 
diagonal elements of R’. Without difficulty this is seen to imply that G, 
converges to G in trace norm on the diagonal and in Schmidt norm on the 
off diagonal relative to the Q’+ W+ Q’- W splitting. But Q - Q’ is finite 
rank so the same thing is true for the matrix elements in the Q + W + Q _ W 
splitting of W. Thus G, converges to G in SO,(W). It remains to show that 
G, is covered by a d, Cauchy sequence in Spin,(W). Choose g, E Spin,( W) 
such that T(g,) = G,. Then lim,(g,)& = det D,.(G) # 0. By inserting + 
signs in g, we may thus ensure that lim,( g, ) or converges to something 
non-zero. Proposition 3.5 implies that the resulting sequence is do-Cauchy. 
Since r( &- g,) = T(g,) = G, we have finished the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
Let Q denote the orbit of 1, under the action of Spino( W). That 
is 8 sA( W,) consists of those vectors u EA( W,) such that u = 
lim, F,( g,) 1 o for some d, Cauchy sequence g, E Spin,(W). Let 9 denote 
the dense linear domain contained in A( W,) obtained from 0 by the 
action of the algebraic Clifford algebra &o(W) in the Q-Fock represen- 
tation. That is $9 = &( W)Q. Our next object in this section is: 
THEOREM 3.10. There is a strongly continuous representation Te of 
Spino( W) on 9 such that 
for w E WE G&(W). The equality is understood as an equality between 
densely defined operators on 9. 
Proof: Suppose g E Spino( W) and that g, is a representative Cauchy 
sequence for g. It is natural to define r,(g) 1 o = lim, Fo( gn) 1,. If u E 9 
then we would like to define To(g) u = lim, F&g”) u. We must show 
that this definition makes sense. The vector u is a finite sum of vectors of 
the form Fo(w, . . . wk) T&h) 1 o where wj E WE %J W) (j = 1, . . . . k) and 
h E Spin,(W). But &&LJ FQ(Wl -+d&(h) la=~o(Tkb,)-- 
Fo( T(g,) wk) Fo(gJ Ta(h) 1,. Since the sequences Fo( T(g,) wj) converge 
in uniform norm to Fo(T(g) wj) (j= 1, . . . . k) to show that Fo(g,,)v 
converges it is enough to prove that Fo(g,) Te(h) 1, converges. Let hj be a 
representative Cauchy sequence for h and choose j, large enough so that 
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F&J F,(hJ 1, differs from Fo(gJ To(h) 1, by less than l/n (in norm 
(this is possible since F,(g,) is a bounded operator on A( W,)). But now 
FQ(gn) FQChjn) lQ=FQ(gnhjn) lQ. By Proposition 3.9, g,hjn is a Cauchy 
representative for g . h and we find 
limF,(g,)T,(h) lo=limFo(g,hjJ l,=T,(gh) 1,. 
n n 
Observe that this proof also shows that the lim, Fo(g,)o does not depend 
on which representative Cauchy sequence g, is chosen for g. For essentially 
the same reason it is clear that To(g) TQ(h)o= re(gh)u and that 
r,( g)F,( w)v = Fo( T( g) w) lio( g)u. It remains to check that To is strongly 
continuous. Suppose g, is a sequence in Spino( W) converging to g in 
Spino( W). Let u E 9. For each n let g,,jn (j = 1,2, . ..) denote a sequence in 
Spin,(W) converging to g, in Spino( W) as j + co. Choose j, large enough 
so that gnjn converges to g as n + co in Spin,(W) and so that TQ(g,)u 
differs from TQ(g&u by less than l/n in norm. It is then clear that 
lim, T&g,)u = lim, TQ(gnjn)u = TJg)u. Q.E.D. 
4. THE GROUPS OF SPIN~( W) AND e&(H) 
In this section we will construct the group Spino( W) described in the 
Introduction. Let GL( W,) denote the general linear group of bounded 
invertible transformations on W, . Our first goal is to show that GL( W,) 
acts by automorphisms on Spin,(W). Let GE GL( W,). Then G@ G-’ 
is a complex orthogonal map on W which extends to an (algebra) 
automorphism of $$,b( W) which we denote by a(G). Thus if wje W 
(j= 1, . . . . k) then 
a(G) ~1 -..w,=(G@G-‘)w, .--(G@G-‘)w,. 
Since every element in Spin,(W) is an even product of elements from W 
and since a(G) clearly leaves the spinor norm invariant, it follows that U(G) 
restricts to an automorphism of Spin,(W). Suppose w E W and (w, w) # 0. 






where we used the fact that G 0 G-’ is complex orthogonal. Again, every 
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element in Spin,( IV) is a product of w, E W with (wj, w,) # 0 so it follows 
that for g E Spin,(W) we have 
T(a(G) g)=(G@G-‘)T(g)(G@G-‘)-I. (4.1) 
Next we wish to show that LX(G) extends to an automorphism of 
Spin&W). We begin by showing that if g, E Spin,( W) is a do-Cauchy 
sequence then cx(G) g, is also a d&auchy sequence for GE GL( W,). 
Since T(a(G) g,)= (COG-‘)T(g,)(G@G-‘)-’ and T(g,) converges in 
SOO( W) it is trivial to check that T(cr(G) g,) converges in SO,(W). Thus 
we need only show that F,(a(G) g,) 1, converges in A( W,). Let 
g=lim, g,, T(g)=lim, T(g,)= [# $;\I, Assume to begin with that 
D(g) is invertible. Then ( g, )o converges to a non-zero value since its 
square converges to det D(g). But because G@ G-’ respects the W, @ W- 
splitting of W it is easily verified that (c1( G)X)o = (X), for XE %,,( W). 
Thus lim,( z(G) gn)e = lim,( g, ) o # 0. By Proposition 3.5 it follows that 
a(G) g, is do-Cauchy. If D(g is not invertible then we can find 
he Spin,( W) with T(h) = H= [A y], b finite rank, such that HT(g) H-’ 
does have an invertible D, matrix element. Let g; = hg,,h-l. Since 
Fo(h-‘) 1, = cl, for some constant c it is clear that g; is a do-Cauchy 
sequence in Spin,( W). Since (g; )o converges to a non-zero value it 
follows that U(G) gh is do-Cauchy by the preceding argument. But 
a(G) g, = a(G)(h-‘g:h) = [a(G) h-‘][a(G) gi][a(G)h]. Making use of 
FJa(G)h) 1, = F,(h) 1, = c-‘lo, we find FQ(a(G) g,) 1, = 
cp’l;e(a(G) h-‘) FQ(a(G) dJ 1~ which converges in A( W,) since 
FQ(a(G)h - ‘) is bounded and a(G) g; is &Cauchy. If g E Spin,( W) and 
g, E Spin,( W) converges to g in Spino( W) we would like to define 
a(G) g = lim a(G) g,?. 
” 
To see that this makes sense we need only check that it does not depend on 
the choice of Cauchy sequence g, which approximates g. If D(g) is inver- 
tible then this is implied by Lemma 3.7. If D(g) is not invertible the 
modifications needed in the argument are the usual ones and are left to the 
reader. We also leave to the reader the verification of the fact that 
G + a(G) is a homomorphism and that a(G): Spino( W) + SpinQ( W) is a 
continuous automorphism. We summarize these developments in the 
following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The automorphism of 9$(W) induced by the complex 
orthogonal G@ G-’ for GE GL( W,) restricts to an automorphism a(G) of 
Spin,(W). The automorphism a(G) extends uniquely to a continuous 
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automorphism of Spit@ W). The map G + a(G) is a homomorphism and 
T(a(G) g)=(G$G-‘)T(g)(GCBG-‘)-‘. 
Next we define a representation r of GL( W,) on the dense invariant 
domain 9 c A( W,) which is described at the end of Section 3. For 
GE GL( W, ) we define 
T(G)= f G’“‘, 
It=0 
where G(O) = Id on @ and G’“‘= G@ ... 8 G (n factors) acts on An( W,). 
In general T(G) will be unbounded on all of A( W,) but it is certainly well 
defined on the algebraic tensors woRo( W) 1,. If XE Vo( W) then it is well 
known (and easily checked) that 
WI J’,(X) = Ajax) W), (4.2) 
where the equality is understood between operators acting on %Zo( W) 1,. 
We wish to extend f(G) to a transformation on 9. Suppose Wj E W 
(j= 1, . . . . k) and g, is a d&auchy sequence in Spin,(W) converging to g in 
Spin,( IV). It is enough to prove that n + T(G) F&w, ... wk) F,( g,) 1, 
converges to an element in 9. But 
r(G) &&WI .*.w/c) K&L) 1, 
= FQ(a(G) w1 -..wk)FQ(a(G) gJ IQ, 
where a(G) w1 --.wk=(G@G-*) w1 . ..(G@G-‘) wk. We already showed 
that a(G) g, is d&auchy and since each F,(GQ G-‘wj) (j= 1, . . . . k) is a 
bounded operator it follows that the sequence in question does converge to 
an element in 9. It is clear that (4.2) remains true as an equality on 9 and 
by passing to limits in the X variable in (4.2) one also has 
T(G) r&c) = rQ(a(G) g) T(G) 
as an equality on 9 for go Spin,(W). 
(4.3) 
Let Spino( W) x + GL( W, ) denote the semi-direct product with 
the composition (g, x Gl)(gz x G,) = g,a(G,) g, x G,G,. Then (4.3) 
implies that To x r( g x G) Ef ro( g) r(G) is a homomorphism from 
Spin,(W) x,GL( W, ) into L(9), the linear maps on 9 which leave 9 
invariant. Let ker denote the kernel of this homomorphism and write 
Spino( W) = Spin& IV) x,GL( W, )/ker. 
Let T denote the map from Spino( W) to SO,,(W) which sends the coset 
gx G(ker) into T(g)[G@G-‘I. It is simple to check that this is well 
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defined and a homomorphism. In the remarks preceding Lemma 1.1 we 
showed that SO,,,(W) is the product of SO,(W) and GL( W,) so 
T: Spino( W) + SO,,& W) is surjective. Let S denote the subgroup of 
Spino( W) consisting of those ge Spina( W) such that T(g) = GO G-’ 
respects the W, 0 W- splitting of W. Observe that for such a g the map G 
is a trace class perturbation of the identity on W,. Let 3 denote the sub- 
group of Spine(W) which consists of cosets of the form g x GP’(ker) where 
gE S and T(g) = GO G-l. Then it is easily seen that 3 is the kernel of the 
homomorphism T. Furthermore, 3 maps into multiples of the identity 
under the homomorphism To x Z. Indeed Zo( g)Z(G ~ ’ ) = ( g ),Zd for 
gx G-‘(ker)~ 3. Since (g)‘, =det D(g) it is clear that every non-zero 
multiple of the identity occurs and hence that 3 2: @*. We have then the 
exact sequence 
@* - Spino( W) T SOreA w - 0, 
where @* is identified with s. 
Let fo denote the homomorphism from Spino( W) into L(9) induced by 
the homomorphism Te x Z which maps Spino( W) x, GL( W,) into L(9). 
Then if we compare Theorem 3.10 with (4.2) and the definition of 
T: Spino( W) -+ SO,,,(W), then 
f&r) I;eb) f&-’ = Fp(Tkb) 
where the equality is equality in L(9). 
for x E W, g E Spin& W), 
As mentioned in the Introduction the construction of Spine(W) and the 
representation fQ implementing the automorphisms of &( W) induced by 
elements of SO,,,(W) are the main results of this paper. 
Theorem 1.2 in [lS] shows that every complex orthogonal in O,,(W) 
differs from an element of SO,,(W) by the action of a single complex 
orthogonal reflection. The proof given there is for finite dimensional com- 
plex orthogonals but only requires that the “A” and “D” matrix elements of 
a complex orthogonal are Fredholm with index 0. This is true for the group 
O,,,(W) and as mentioned in the Introduction by combining the action of 
Spin,(W) and g(W) on L(9) one may cover the automorhisms of w(W) 
induced by elements of O,,,(W) [see [20] for more details]. 
Next we would like to make the connection with the group GZ.(ZZ) con- 
structed by G. Segal and G. Wilson [35]. Let Q0 denote a distinguished 
symmetric involution on W which anti-commutes with P. Let H denote the 
+ 1 eigenspace for QO. Since P anti-commutes with Q,, and is conjugate 
linear we may use P to identify the - 1 eigenspace for Q, with the con- 
jugate Hilbert space i7. The isotropic decomposition of W associated with 
Q0 may thus be written W = H@ R. The conjugation P has matrix [y A] 
and the complex structure has matrix [i Ti] relative to this splitting of W. 
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Let CL,(H) denote the group of invertible transformations on H which are 
finite rank perturbations of the identity. If GE CL,(H) observe that 
G 0 G*-’ E SO,,( W). Consider the subgroup of G,(W) consisting of those g 
in G,(W) with T(g) = G @ G* -’ and G E CL,(H). In Section 2 we saw that 
there is a homomorphism g --, (g),, defined from this subgroup of G,(W) 
into C*. This homomorphism is “linear” in g so that for each GE CL,(H) 
there is a unique y(G) E G,(W) such that 
<r(G)>o = 1 
and 
T(y(G))=G@G*-‘. 
Since g + (g),, is a homomorphism it is clear that G + y(G) E G,( W) is 
also a homomorphism. The map y does not map into Spin,(W). Instead by 
Theorem 2.1 we have 
1 = (y(G)):= nr(y(G)) det(G*-’ 1 R), 
where (G* - ’ 1 R) is the map G* - ’ acting on R. 
We have been explicit about the map G*-’ acting on R since 
det(GJ i?!) = det(G 1 H). Thus det(G *-‘IR)=det(G*IR)-‘=det(GjH)-‘. 
It follows then that nr(y(G)) = det G (when G is now understood to be 
acting on H). Let SL,(H) denote the subgroup of CL,(H) with deter- 
minant equal to 1. It is clear that y restricts to a homomorphism 
y: SL,(H) + Spin,(W). We are interested in continuous extensions of this 
homomorphism into Spino( W) for special choices of Q which we now 
describe. Let Q, be a symmetric involution on H. If we define 
Q = Q,@ ( - QH) on HO R= W then Q is a symmetric involution on W 
which anti-commutes with P. Let Qs = (1 f QH)/2 and write H = 
H, OH- where H, = Qj$ H. If G is a linear map on H then we write 
G = [a(G) b(G)] c(G) d(G) f or the matrix of G relative to the orthogonal direct sum 
decomposition H, OH- of H. Let SLQ(H) denote the sequential closure 
of SL,(H) in the topology of trace norm convergence for the diagonal 
matrix elements “a” and “d” and convergence in Schmidt norm for the off 
diagonal matrix elements “b” and “c.” We have: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The homomorphism y: SL,(H) + Spin,(W) extends 
continuously to a homomorphism y: SLp(H) + Spino( W). 
Proof: Suppose G E SLQ(H) and that G, is a sequence in GL,( H) such 
that a(G,) and d(G,) converge in trace norm to a(G) and d(G), respec- 
tively, and such that b(G,) and c(G,) converge in Schmidt norm to b(G) 
and c(G), respectively. We want to show that y(G,) is d, convergent. It is 
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simple to see that G, 0 G,* - ’ converges in SO,( IV). It remains to show 
that Fo(y(G,)) 1, converges. We calculate 
IIFQ(Y(G,)) lp-Fp(~(G,)) l,ll* 
= (Y(GJ* Y(GJ), + (y(Gtn)* Y(G,))Q 
- (Y(GJ* WmDQ - <r(GnJ* Y(G,D,. 
But we have 
WC)* YN+& = <YUW$& =W4GiVpH 
using Theorem 2.2 and the fact that (Y(G,*G~))~= 1 
d(G,*G,) = d(G,)* d(GB) + b(G,)* b(G,) it follows that 
(YW* Y&J & = WWJ* d&J + WQ* W,)). 
(4.4) 
Since 
For large a, fl the argument of this last determinant gets arbitrarily close to 
d(G)* d(G)+b(G)* b(G) in trace norm. Thus the terms on the right hand 
side of (4.4) cancel in the limit of large m and n. We have shown that y(G,) 
is dQ Cauchy and this finishes the proof of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
We may extend the homomorphism in Proposition 4.2. Let 
GL(H+ 0 H-) denote the group of invertible transformations on H 
which respect the decomposition H = H, 0 H-. The elements G in 
GL(H, 0 H-) have diagonal matrices a(G)Od(G) and there is a 
homomorphism from GL(H+ @He) into GL( W,) (where W, = 
H+@i%) given by a(G)@d(G)+a(G)Od(G)*-’ (note that a(G)@ 
d(G)* - ’ is just the restriction of the complex orthogonal G 0 G* -’ to W, ). 
For G E GL(H+ @ H- ) let so(G) denote the automorphism of w,,(W) 
induced by the action of the complex orthogonal G@ G*-’ on W. Since 
GO G* -’ also respects the W, @ W- decomposition of W, Propo- 
sition 4.1 implies that a,,(G) extends to an automorphism of Spino( W). 
Since G@G*-’ commutes with Q. it follows that (a,(G)X), = (X), for 
XE %e( W). Thus a,(G) leaves invariant the subgroup y(SL,-JH)) E 
Spino( W) and one has 
ao(Gl) Y(G,) = y(GIG2G;‘) for G, E GL(H, @H_) 
and G, E SL,(H) since the determinant is a similarity invariant. Let 
SL,( H) x,, GL(H+ @ H- ) denote the semi-direct product with com- 
position rule G, x G, . G; x G; = G, G,G; G;’ x GaGi. We may assemble 
the observations of this paragraph by concluding that there is a 
homomorphism y from SL,(H) x0 GL(H+ 0 H-) into Spino( IV) given 
by y^(Gx (a@d))=y(G)x (aed*-‘)ker. Write eL,(H)=SL&H)x, 
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GL(H+ @H-)/ker(y^). Then y induces a homomorphism (which we 
continue to denote by 7) 
y^: &o(H) + Spit@ W). (4.5) 
While it is not yet evident, the group G&(H) is the group constructed by 
G. Segal and G. Wilson [35]. We will now explain this connection. The 
homomorphism To? obviously induces a homomorphism T,, obtained by 
restricting Toy(g) to the invariant subspace H for each gc G&(H). Our 
next goal is to prove that 
. 
C* - GL (H) A GL,,,(H) - 0 Q (4.6) 
is an exact sequence. Here CL,,,(H) denotes the group of invertible maps 
on H which have Schmidt class commutators with QH = (G 1 H) and which 
have “a” and “d” matrix elements which are Fredholm maps with index 0. 
The only implication of (4.6) which is not obvious is that To is a surjection 
on GLJH). This is a consequence of the following lemma (which was 
pointed out to us by D. Pickrell). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let GLQ(H) denote the group of invertible operators on H 
with matrices (z 2) relative to the H, @ H_ decomposition of H such that a 
and d are trace class perturbations of the identity on H, and H- and b and 
c are Schmidt class operators. Then det( . ) has a continuous extension from 
GL,(H) to GLQ( H). 
Proof: Let GEGL&H). Since GL,(H) is dense in GLQ(H) in the 
topology of trace norm convergence on the diagonal and Schmidt norm 
convergence on the off diagonal we can find a sequence G, E GL,(H) 
which converges to G in this sense. We write G, = (’ :.a’ , tan). Let 
G,(I) = (* :$ r&J and G(1) = [I:,“” 1 :B,,] and join 0 to 1 in C by a 
smooth simple curve y which avoids the values of 1 for which G(A) is 
singular (there are only finitely many such ;1 in any compact region for C). 
For sufficiently large n this path will also avoid the values of 1 for which 
G,(1) is singular. Thus 
log det G, = \Y -$ log det G,(A) dA 
= 
s 
Tr(G,(I)-’ dG,(A)/dA) dl. 
Y 
Let G,(A)-’ = ($,’ %[:I) and G(I)-’ = ( ${ $$). Then for 1 on the path, y, 
a,(A) and d,,(l) converge in trace norm to a(A) and d(l) and b,(l) and 
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c,(A) converge in Schmidt norm to 6(A) and c(A). The convergence is 
uniform in the parameter A for 1. on y. But 
Since the product of two Schmidt norm convergent sequences also 
converges in trace norm it follows that lim, Tr(G,(rZ)- ’ dG,,(A)/dA) = 
Tr(a(l) c1+ /?(A) y) + Tr(c(l) fi + d(A) 6). The convergence is uniform for 
I E y and it follows that lim, det(G,) = exp jy {Tr(a(A) a + b(l)y) + 
Tr(c(l) /I+ d(l) S)> dk This finishes the proof that det( -) extends 
continuously to GL,( H). Q.E.D. 
We will now use this result to show that T, in (4.6) is surjective. This 
is equivalent to showing that CL,,(H) = S&(H). GL(H+ @He). Since 
Fredholm operators with index 0 are invertible modulo the trace class it is 
easy to see that CL,,,(H) = CL,(H). GL(H+ 0 H_). To prove the desired 
result it will thus suffice to show that GL,(H)~ S&(H). GL(H+ @HP). 
Suppose GE CL,(H) and let G, E CL,,(H) denote a sequence which 
converges to G in CL,(H). Let A, = det(G,) and let e denote a unit vector 
in H,. Define a linear map A, so that A,e= A,e and A, =I on the 
orthogonal complement of e in H. Then A, E GL( H, 0 H- ), det A, = A,, 
and A, converges in GL(H+ OH-) by Lemma 4.3. Thus G = lim, G, = 
lim(G,A;‘) lim, A, and det(G,A;‘) = 1. This shows that GESL~(H). 
GL(H+ @ H- ) and finishes the proof of (4.6). 
The representation of GL,( H) as SLp(H) x,, GL(H+ 0 H- )/ker is con- 
venient for understanding this group as a subgroup of Spino( IV) but it is 
not the simplest realization. Let CL,(H) denote the subgroup of CL,,(H) 
consisting of those elements of CL,,,(H) which have “d” matrix elements 
which are trace class perturbations of the identity on H_ . In what follows 
we identify GL(H+) and GL(H-) with subgroups of GL(H+ @H-) via 
the homomorphisms a --f a @ 1 and d + 1 Od. The map from 
SL,(H) x,, GL(H+) to CL,(H) which sends G x a + G x (a@ 1) ker is a 
homomorphism with kernel K = (G x a 1 G E SL,( H) and G = a- ’ 0 1). 
Lemma 4.3 implies that the map SL,(H) x,, GL(H+) 3 G x a + G(u@ 1) E 
CL,(H) is surjective. The kernel of this homomorphism is also K. Thus 
SL,( H) x,, GL(H+ )/K N CL,(H) and we have a homomorphism from 
CL,(H) into CL,(H). The homomorphism To x Z from &L,(H) into 
L(9) restricts to a homomorphism from CL,(H) into L(9) which we 
denote by To to avoid introducing extra notation. Combining this To with 
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Z we have a homomorphism Zoxf from G&(H) x,GL(H-) to L(9) 
given by To x Z(G xd)=Z,(G)Z(Z$d). We leave to the reader the 
verification that 
c?Lp(H) N GL,(H) x0 GL(H-)/ker(Zo x Z’). (4.7) 
Observe that ker(ZoxZ) = {Gxd_~ GL,(H)x,GL(H-)IG = (led)-’ 
and det(d) = l}. This realization of G&(H) makes possible a direct com- 
parison with the group GL(ZZ) constructed by G. Segal and G. Wilson (see 
[35, p. 51). The groups involved in (4.7) are all “classical groups” and we 
can summarize the results without direct reference to the spin group. In 
fact, the calculations in Proposition 4.2 may be used to construct GL,(ZZ) 
directly along the lines of Section 3 for Spin,( IV) but with considerable 
simplifications arising from the fact that all the groups which occur in this 
construction are easily described subgroups of GL(H). We conclude this 
section with such a summary. 
Let W= H@ R where H is a complex Hilbert space with Hermitian 
symmetric from ( .,. ) conjugate linear in the second slot. The pairing 
(~loYl,~,oY,)=(~l~Y*~+(~~~Yl~ is then a distinguished bilinear 
form on W. Let QH denote a symmetric involution on H and write 
Q = Qn@ ( - QH) for the corresponding involution on W. Write [z 5;] for 
the “matrix” of a linear transformation on H relative to the decomposition 
H= H, OH- determined by the + 1 and - 1 eigenspaces of the 
involution Q,. Let GL,(H) denote the group of invertible linear transfor- 
mations of H which have “b” and “c” matrix elements in the Schmidt class 
and a “d” matrix element which is a trace class perturbation of the identity 
on H- . Note that the “a” matrix element of such a linear transformation is 
necessarily a Fredholm map of index 0. Identify GL(H- ) with the linear 
transformations on H of the form Z@ d where dE GL(H- ) and write 
GL,(H) x0 GL(H-) for the semi-direct product with the obvious action of 
GL(H-) on GLJH). Let K denote the normal subgroup of 
GLd(H)xoGL(H-) given by {Gx~EGL,(H)x,GL(H-)IG=(Z@d)-’ 
and det(d) = l}. Write eL,(H) = GL,(H) x0 GL(H-)/K. Let T denote the 
homomorphism from eL,(H) to the complex orthogonals on W given by 
T(G x d) = [G(Z@d)] 0 [G(Z@d)]*-‘. Finally recall that 9 is the dense 
invariant subspace of A( W,) constructed at the end of Section 3. We have: 
THEOREM 4.4. There exist homomorphisms Ta : GL,( H) + L( 9) and 
P GL(H-) + L(9) such that Te x r induces a homomorphism f from 
eL,(H) into L(9). Furthermore one has 
f(g)Fp(x)=Fp(T(g)x)f(g) for gEC?L&H) andxE W. 
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5. THE BOREL-WEIL REALIZATION OF 
FOCK REPRESENTATIONS FOR SPINS 
In this section we give a brief account of the Borel-Weil construction for 
spin representations. It is convenient to avoid technical issues by concen- 
trating on the finite dimensional situation. Let W denote a finite dimen- 
sional complex vector space with non-degenerate bilinear form (.,.) and 
a distinguished isotropic splitting W= W, 0 W- associated with the 
skew symmetric involution Q. Let G = Spin,( W) and let 
B = {b E Spin,(W) 1 T(b) = [{ i] }. Here [ { i] is the matrix of T(b) relative 
to the W, @ W.. splitting of W. Let x be a homomorphism from B to @*. 
Define 
E= {(g,I)eGx@*}/-, 
where the equivalence classes of the relation N are { (gb, x(6)12) 1 be B}. 
Then E may be regarded as a line bundle over G/B with projection 
(g, 2) + gB. The group G acts on E and G/B as follows: 
nAg,)k, 1) = (g1 g, A) 
~w(gl) gB= g, gB. 
Since F,(h)’ = F-o(h’) (see Section 2) the representation contragradient o 
g -+ F&g) (g E G) may be identified with g + F-o(g). The elements of G/B 
may be identified with the projective orbit of 1 -o in the contragradient 
representation as 
gB=I(F-,(g) l-e)> 
where I(o) = line through u. All one needs for this to work is that KQ(b) 
preserves the line through 1 -p for b E B. The subgroup B of G was chosen 
precisely so this would happen. Indeed F,(b) 1 _ o = (b ) _ o 1 _ o. The map 
B 3 b + (b ) -o is a homomorphism (we also know that (b )‘, = 
det ,4(b)). If we choose X(b)= (b)-, then we may identify the fiber m E 
over gB as the dual of the line [(F-,(g) 1 -o). To make this identification 
define the action of (g, 2) on the vector aF_o(g) 1 -o as 
k, ~)CaL&) 1 +I = Aa. 
To see that this does not depend on the choice of g (over gB) consider 
(gb, x(bV)Ca’K&b) 1 -al = a’x(bW 
But a’FwQ(gb) 1 -o = aF_,(g) 1 -o so that a’X(b) = a or a’X(b)A = al. 
Next we consider the action of G on sections of E. If cr is a section of E 
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and h~Spin,(W) then ha(.)=~n,(h)o(n,,,(h-l).). Let ucA(W+) and 
regard u as an element of the dual of A( W- ). Then u may be regarded as a 
section of E with 
UgB[aFeQ(g) 1 -a] = (u, aF-Q(g) 1-~)=a(& F-Q(g) 1 -Q)+ 
If we compare this with (g, l)[aF-Q(g) 1 -p] = crl then we see that 
ugB= (g, t”, F-Q(d l-Q)). 
We now compare the action FQ(h) (h E G) on vectors in A( W, ) with the 
action of G on sections of E. [FQ(h)u],,.JaF-Q(hg) leQ] = (F,(h)u, 
d-Q(k) 1 -a)= (0, deQ(h’)F-Q(k) 1 _Q)‘a(u, P-Q(g) 1 -Q) since 
h’h = 1 for h E Spin,( W). Thus [$‘Q(h)~]h,, = (hg, (u, FmQ(g) 1 -Q)) = 
a,(h) ugB. This shows that the action on sections of E agrees with the Fock 
representation. It is a consequence of the Borel-Weil theory that G/B is a 
holomorphic manifold, E is a holomorphic bundle over G/B, and every 
holomorphic section of E is given by a vector u E A( W,) [38]. 
We now identify the homogeneous pace G/B in slightly different terms. 
The map Spin,(W) 3g + T(g) T(B) E SO,( W)/T(B) is surjective. It is easy 
to see that g, and g, go into the same point under this map if and only if 
gll g, E B. Thus one has the isomorphism 
Spin& W)/B N SO,( W)/T(B). 
The homogeneous space SO,( W)/T(B) may be identified with a (sub) 
Grassmannian in a standard fashion. Let GE SO,(W). Then G W, is a 
maximal isotropic subspace such that Q, : GW, + W, has an even 
dimensional kernel. Let Gr,( W) = { VI V is a maximal isotropic subspace of 
Wand Q + : V+ W, has an even dimensional kernel}. It is not hard to see 
that SOc( W)/T(B) N GrQ( W). One may prove this using the fact that every 
maximal isotropic subspace of W has an isotropic complement and that a 
complex orthogonal with matrix ($ i) is in SO,(W) if and only if A has an 
even dimensional kernel. 
Next consider the situation W= H@Ej with W, = H, OR-. We are 
interested in the subgroup of Spin,(W) with induced rotations of the form 
A @ A* -’ where A E GL(H). Because these all have determinant 1 (remem- 
ber det(A* 1 R) = det(A 1 H)) they are in SOc( W) automatically. The action 
of A@A*-’ on W, is (AIH+)@(A*-‘Ii?l-). Thus we may identify the 
appropriate orbit space as GL(H) H, (the Grassmannian of subspaces 
with half the dimension of H). We want to identify the restricted bundle 
E-P GL(H) . H, with the det * bundle over GL(H) H, . An easy way to see 
how to do this is to recall that in finite dimensions all Fock representations 
are unitarily equivalent. Thus there exists a unitary U: A( W-) -+ A(H) so 
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that UF-o( g) = F,(g) U where F,( .) is the Q, Fock representation 
(Q,= [A 2,] on HOR). Thus the line through F-,(g) 1 -e may be iden- 
tified with the line through F,(g) Ul -o. However, the vector F,(g) Ul -o 
is determined up to a multiple by the fact that it is annihilated by 
F,(T(g)w) for all WE W,. Let T(g)=A@A*-‘. Then F,(T(g)w)= 
a*(Aw+)+a(A-‘w-) where w+ EH~. Let wr ,..., w, be a basis for H,. 
Then Aw, A Aw, ... A Aw, is annihilated by a*(Aw+) and by a(&‘, w-) 
for w& EH~. Thus the fibers of E over GL(H) H, are dual to the lines 
through Aw, A ... A Aw,. Thus E-det*(GL(H) H,). 
Segal and Wilson [35] have shown how to extend the definition of the 
det* bundle to the infinite dimensional setting (in the algebraic setting this 
was done earlier by Kac and Peterson [lo]). We leave the reader the 
interesting problem of making a similar geometric construction of the 
bundle E over Gro( W). 
Note added in proof Since this paper was written, G. Segal and A. Pressley have published 
an elegant construction of the infinite complex spin groups in Chapter 5 of their book on 
Loop Groups [39]. Their construction avoids the consideration of Clifford algebras 
altogether! 
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